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Game shows
are a staple
of
entertainment
broadcasting.
They are
cheap to
make and
can attract
large
audiences.
Media
theories and
concepts can
help us
analyse the
format and
understand
why game
shows have
remianed
popular for
over 80
years.

Television Game Shows
challenging the audience

s@albionmill

Television Game Shows
Game shows are a popular broadcast format. There
are several genres of game show based on the
type of ‘game’ provided by the show and each
genre provides different gratifications often for
different target audiences. Game shows are based
on some form of competition sometimes between
teams and sometimes individuals. Some game
shows feature celebrity contestants whilst others
give members of the public an opportunity to take
part. All game shows offer prizes for the winners -
sometimes large amounts of money whilst others
offer a trophy and a title.

Institution
Game shows can be lucrative for producing
institutions in a number of ways. Game shows work
on rigid formats which can be cheap to produce as
they use the same sets, lighting set ups and
presenters for each episode. Successful formats
can attract large audiences and are attractive to
advertisers. The formats themselves can be
licensed across the world. Broadcasters in different
countries would use the format but make it
culturally specific by adapting culturally specific

elements such as questions and using a celebrity
who would be recognisable to the local audience.

The history of game shows follows the history of
broadcasting. Game shows began in the US where
entertainment broadcasting started in the 1930s.
The first game shows were radio shows. Quizzes
and panel shows work well on radio as there is no
need to use images where contestants are
answering general knowledge questions for
example. Game shows developed as a television
format in the 1950s and became enormously
popular as daytime programming aimed towards
‘housewives’. Advertisers were drawn to the large
audiences and would provide prizes as a form of
product placement. The early game shows tended
to be quiz shows but famously one American quiz
show (Twenty-One) was shown to be rigged by the
producers with answers being given to contestants.
Game shows developed into a number of different
genres from basic quiz shows to panel shows and
more recently popular genres include puzzle
oriented game shows, activity oriented game
shows, reality TV competitions and dating game
shows.
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Narrative
All game shows are based on
conflict. The conflict in a game
show can be between teams or
contestants but equally the
game itself can create the
conflict for the individual
contestant who is challenged to
complete a test in order to win.
Contestants play the role of the
hero in a narrative as they have
a goal they wish to achieve. On
a quiz show like Mastermind the
goal is to answer as many
questions as possible whereas
on an puzzle game show like
Catchphrase, the goal is to
solve the puzzle as quickly as
possible. Some quiz show host
in many ways acts as the ‘villain’
acting to try and trick or confuse
the contestants or to intimidate
them as in The Weakest Link.
Most hosts are portrayed as
helpers who are on the
contestants’ side or by being
impartial where contestants are
competing against each other.
Some programmes create
‘villains’ who stand in the way of
the ‘heroes’ to impede their
progress. The action game
show Gladiators was based on
this idea as contestants had to
battle the professional gladiators
in order to win the game.

Even celebrity panel shows use
narrative roles to create a
structure for the programme. QI
casts Stephen Fry as the all
knowing benevolent host whilst
Alan Davies alternates between
‘the fool’ and the ‘everyman’. He

People choose specific media
products to meet their own
needs. Dyer spoke of the way
the media can offer ‘utopian
solutions’ where people made
choices based on issue they
have in their own life. The
media is used to offer a
‘solution’ to negative feelings or
experiences. For example:

If you feel exhausted, you’ll seek
programmes where people
act with dynamism showing
power and activity

When people are in poverty they
often seek programmes
where scarcity is not an
issue, or where there is a lot
of luxury

When the audience member is
feeling drawn down by the
monotony of life they look for
programmes that are
expressive, unpredictable
and exciting.

Where people feel alienated
they will look for programmes
that reinforce the idea of
community and a sense of
belonging.

In this theory, the media is used
to escape from real life as the
real world is often negative and
disappointing.

The gratifications provided by
game shows are not specific to
age groups or gender but
different people may prefer to
challenge themselves with a
quiz rather than watching an
action game. These same

tends to be presented as less
intelligent than Fry but will
occasionally demonstrate some
‘quite interesting’ general
knowledge. InWould I Lie to
You? David Mitchell is the old
fashioned bookworm, Rob
Brydon is the foolish host and
Lee Mack the smart talking, fast
quipping smart mouth. These
character roles allow conflicts to
be created between the
personalities and so, where
panel shows don’t take their
games very seriously, the
conflict between characters
creates lighthearted tension and
audience interest.

Audience
The different genres use
narrative in different ways.
Different genres may also target
slightly different audiences.
Sometimes the audience is
specific in terms of age (e.g
CBBC’s The Ultimate Brain) but
largely it is the type of gameplay
and the gratification it offers that
identifies the target audience.

Genre Gratification
Quiz Cerebral gratification; self testing against the quiz questions; identification with 

contestants

Panel Some self-testing against the quiz; more relaxed as panel shows usually based more 
on conflict between characters or jokes and banter created between the panels; 

Puzzle Cerebral gratification; self testing against the puzzle; identification with contestants

Action Identification with individuals and teams; Excitement based on the physical and 
sometimes visceral nature of the challenges; 

Dating Shows Human interest gratifications in terms of the development of relationships; voyeuristic 
gratifications watching a usually private activity; visceral nature of relationships that go 
wrong; the titilation of seeing the blossoming of romantic and sometimes sexual 
relationships

Even today TV game shows
often get started on radio.
One the BBC’s longest
running game shows, Have I
Got News for You
(broadcast on BBC2 since
1990) is based on the
incredibly successful The
News Quiz (BBC Radio 4)
which has been running
since 1977.
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people may choose different
types of game shows depending
on their mood.

Game Show Genres

Quiz
Quiz shows can be based on
individual contestants or teams
who need to answer questions to
accrue points. The person or
team with the most points wins.
Quiz shows can be based on
general knowledge or a chosen
specialised topic. A long running
UK quiz show is Mastermind
whose format is simple - four
contestants answer two rounds of
questions - one on their
specialised topic and the second
on general knowledge. The quiz
is a knockout competitions and
winners of each round compete
against each other until they meet
in a final where the Mastermind
champion wins a trophy and the
title of Mastermind of the year.

Panel
Panel shows have an element of
a quiz- general knowledge in the
case of QI, current affairs in the
case of Have I Got News for You
and pop music trivia in the case
of Never Mind the Buzzcocks.The
celebrity panels main role is not
to answer the questions correctly
(necessarily) but to offer witter
commentary and interactions with
one another.

Puzzle
Puzzle shows use simple
puzzles, often based on parlour
games where contestants have to
solve puzzles in a specific period
of time. The puzzles can be
visual as in Catchphrase where
contestants have to guess the
‘popular phrase or saying’ from

where contestants compete
against each other showcasing
their talents in an aim to be
judged the most entertaining/
talented.
- Some reality shows are
popularity contests where
contestants are voted in or out
of a constructed environment.
Big Brother is a prime example
of this type of show.
- Some reality shows use a
constructed environment and
bring in game show elements.
I’m a Celebrity, Get me Out if
Here is a gameshow based on
the audience judging people’s
responses to sing asked to
undertake extreme tasks.

Dating Shows
Dating game shows depict
people meeting with a view to
starting a romantic relationship.
The Dating Game and Blind
Date are early versions of this
type of show. Sometimes men
select women, sometimes
women select men.
Programmes like Dating in the
Dark have offered alternative
takes on the genre and recent
programmes have become more
sexualised in programmes like
Naked Attraction. Audiences are
able to judge contestants for
their attractiveness and
datability. They are able to
choose favourites and agree
with or criticise with the
contestant’s choices. In Take
Me Out, contestants dress up
and try to appeal to members of
the opposite sex - the audience
get to make decisions as to how
successful they are and,
therefore, who deserves to be
chosen.

an animation. Countdown mixes
maths and language puzzles
and contestants have a limited
number of time to come up with
their answers. Audiences can try
to complete the puzzles at home
and can compete against the
clock or against the contestants
on the show. Fort Boyard
offered a range of puzzles and
brings in elements of action

Action
Action game shows are based
on some form of physical
activity. This may be a single
activity like driving
(Splash!) or on a range of
activities such as in Gladiators.
Action game shows offer
visceral pleasures for the
audience - especially where the
action has an element of
danger. Action game shows
offer tension and excitement for
the audience.

Some action game shows are
extended competitions between
people based on a specific
talent. The Great British Bake
Off and Masterchef reward
contestants for their skills and
their ability to work to specific
tasks set by experts. Whilst
these can be seen to be action
game shows, there is an
element of reality TV in these
programmes too. Contestants
don’t win because they are
popular but their personalities
are part of the entertainment
offered by the shows.

Reality Shows
There are different types of
competitions within the reality
show format.
- Some reality shows are talent
shows offering a competition
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Case Study: The Chase

One of the most successful daytime game shows at
the moment is The Chase. It is a general knowledge
quiz show based on a team of four members of the
public who work together against ‘Chasers’. The
contestants aim to generate as large a cash prize as
possible whilst the chaser attempts to limit the
amount they win. The conflict is based on a general
knowledge competition where the contestant aims to
get more questions correct than the Chaser. Chasers
have been successful on other quiz shows with
some being past winners of Mastermind,Who Wants
to be a Millionaire? and University Challenge.

The set separates the contestants and the Chaser.
The contestants sit together as a team and the
contestant who is taking part in the quiz stands at the
foot of a large table, headed by the Chaser. The
host, Bradley Walsh identifies himself with the
contestants against the Chasers. He calls the team
‘my team’ and he stands with the contestant during
the quiz providing encouragement. The show is
based on team work rather than just individual skills
and the team encourage one another and unite in
opposition against the Chasers.

The quiz is broadcast in front of a studio audience.
The audience offers emotional responses, laughing
at Bradley’s jokes and applauding the contestants’
successes. The set is dominated by blue lights. The
contestants sit behind an illuminated desk and the
backdrop to the set are slow moving blue dots of
light. The Chaser sits in front of a red arch and a wall
of red dots the colour creating a devilish connotation
for the villain of the show. The questions appear on
the screen in a flash of light - this fast moving light is
replicated in the background of the mies-en-scene to
indicate the time counting down.

Contestants and the Chaser are generally presented
in mid-shot with the occasional close-up on the

contestants’ reactions. The show is punctuated by a
simple musical theme and some background music
is played during the first round of questions. The
music builds as the time runs out and a klaxon
indicates the end of the round. Ominous music and
a change from blue to red lighting indicates the
introduction of the Chaser.

The first round of questions are relatively easy but
the second round becomes more challenging. The
final round - The Final Chase - is a quick fire round
with a mixture of relatively easy and more difficult
questions. The team are able to confer to offer
answers to any questions the Chaser gets wrong.

The Chasers are depicted as villains as not only do
they attempt to block the progress of the heroes but
they are also depicted as pantomime villains who
are larger than life, humourless and deliberately
antagonistic. They create tension in the programme
and give the audiences characters to dislike. The
gameplay is based on general knowledge. Without
the Chaser the contestants only barrier would be
their own knowledge. The Chaser adds an
additional barrier to success that adds tension and
suspense that builds as the game progresses.

The show is broadcast by ITV and has been on the
air since 2009. It is usually broadcast on
weeknights at 5pm and has been called the most
successful daytime TV shows ever. It attracts a UK
audience of over 2 million and its in direct
competition with BBC’s Pointless. The Chase
usually attracts a slightly higher audience than
Pointless. ITV have sold the format to a range of
countries in Europe, Australia, China, Russia and
the USA.

A board game based on the show is available as is
an app for both Android and Apple phones and
tablets. Special editions of the show feature
celebrities who try to win money for charity.
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